
of locating major parking facilities in peripheral areas surround- 40 percent from 100,000 to 60,000. Even so, there will be a
ing the CBD core and providing a transit service to bring parkers substantial increase in vehicles from today's 40,000.
to the CBD appears applicable.

Peripheral Parking Facility1The concept of providing parking facilities near major access
points to CBDs and providing a transit service between these Long-Term Short-Term Total
facilities and the major activity areas within the CBDs has

.4 a. Northside (near Hoganbeen advocated for decades. The advocates of this parking a. Northside (near Hogan. . and Union) 2,000 500 2,500
intercept concept argue that vehicular traffic on downtown o 2,0 5. b. Gator Bowl 2,000 750 2,750
streets would be significantly reduced, allowing more conveni- . ,00 50 ,

c. Southside Center 1,500 450 1,950
ent movement for those vehicles that continue to utilize the . e 1,50 5 2,

d. Riverside 1,500 500 2,000
streets.

Total 7,000 2,200 9,200

Estimates of the number of peripheral parking spaces that
could be reasonably supplied, and at the same time meet the 1See "CBD Alternatives and Urban Design," technical report, DMJM, February 1973.

traffic demands of both long-term and short-term parkers in
1990, were made. Between 35 and 45 percent of all CBD person-
work trips would use the peripheral parking facilities if the
combined cost of parking and riding the people-mover was
comparative to the cost of parking downtown, and between
10 and 15 percent of the nonwork-person trips would use
peripheral parking and the people-mover system. The total 1990
parking spaces required is expected to be 26,500 with approxi-
mately 35 percent of these allocated to peripheral parking.

The adjacent table shows the number of parking spaces for the
four peripheral parking areas proposed. The remaining 17,300
spaces would be located within the CBD.

The net effect of the interface peripheral parking, a people-mover
system, and an improved transit service in diverting CBD vehicu-
lar traffic is to reduce daily projected vehicles by approximately


